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Instruction to Candidates:
1)  Section - A is Compulsory.
2) Attempt any Four questions from Section - B.

3) Attempt any T\vo questions from Section - C.

Section - A
QI)  (10x2:20)

a)  What are the major differences between a microprocessor and
microcontroller?

b) List the on chip timers in Microcontroller 8051.

c) Write the instruction to add the values 16H and CDH and place the result
in register R2.

d) How many bytes of on-chip ROM are there in Microcontroller 8051?

e) What is the operation of instruction INC destination?

0 Which is operation of instruction MULAB?

g) Write the instruction to clear the accumulator.

h)  Which timer is used for baud rate programming in the microcontroller
8051?

i) What is "Clear LCD" and write its value is Hex?

j) Indicate when RD and WR are used in microcontrollers. Can these be
used for accessing external memory?
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Section - B
(4x5=20)

Q2) The following shows the crystal frequency fordifferent 8051 microcontroller

based systems. Find the period of the machine cycle in each case :

11.0592 MHz, I/,MH2.,16 MHz, 18 MHz and20 MHz.

Q3) Explain in detail the timer mode control register (TMON).

eg Write a program to copy a block of 10 bytes of data from RAM locations

starting at 35 H to RAM location starting at 60 H.

QS) Find the baud rate for the following if XTAL : 16 MHz and SMOD : 0
(a)  MOV THl, #-10 (b) MOV THl,#-25
(c)  MOV TH1, #-200 (d) MOV THl, #-180.

Q6) For a 16 x 2 LCD, the location of the last character of line 1 is 8F H (its

command code). How this value is calculated explain?

sect ion-c 
exf l :2 ')

e7) What are various addressing modes in microcontroller 8051? Explain them

with suitable examples.

QS) Assume that the microcontroller 8051 serial port is connected to the COM

port of the IBM PC and on the PC we are using the terminal.exe program to

send and receive data serially. Pl andP} of the 8051 are connected to LEDs
- and switches, respectively. Write an 8051 program to

(a) send to the PC the message "We are ready".
(b) receive any datasent by the PC and put it on LEDs connected to Pl, ffid
(c) get data on the switches connected toP2 and send it to the PC serially.
The program should Perform Part
(a) once but parts (b) and. (c) continuously.
Use the 4800 baud rate.

eD Give an introduction to latest microcontroilbrs and list their applications
explainin g any one of them.
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